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Recently two neo-liberal fanatic forces seems to be trading their anti-Ethiopian jerseys– 

institutions by the name of ‘Human Rights Watch’ and ‘Oakland institute’, who have anything to 

do with the concept of human right as their name suggests. It’s not surprising that the ideology-

demagogue and pseudo-human right activist ‘Human Right Watch’ passed on its trimester bogus 

propagation on the developmental and democratic government of Ethiopia, which by the way is 

responsible for the country’s all-encompassing and beneficial progress, to ‘Oakland Institute’ 

after realizing that international institutions and donor countries has called their scheme. It’s 

obvious that it’s passing its tirade torch to other ideology-demagogue institution after its fanatic 

neo-liberal lackeying became official and its endeavor failed as a result of it.  

 

The new anti-Ethiopian-propagandist-elect continued from where the likes of ‘Human Rights 

Watch’, ‘Friends of Lake Turkana’, ‘International Crisis Group’, ‘Amnesty International’… etc 

stopped. Blabbering from their script; which would put a world-class fiction novel to shame, they 

draw their first blood by spewing contradicting and totally bogus report on Gibe III Electric Dam 

construction project without even changing the words of their predecessors.  

 

Here it should noted that it’s not my (the writer of this article) intention to dwell into the Gibe III 

project, as the FDRE foreign minister and concerned citizens who at the time voiced their 

remarks by shouting ‘the politico-economic ideology of neo-liberal fanatics should not be forced 

on us’, gave an appropriate and a factual response. What this article probe into is the recent 

Oakland Institute’ latest fictional report (the third act of its ‘Gibe III project’ story). I would like 

it here for my readers to understand that the latest fictional report of the institute is new of its 

kind- as this time it was delivered as a joint report. The institution perhaps has done this, 

thinking employing an outdated approach of ‘false multiplier’; which is done by inviting another 

outfit to speak the same language, will get it a better result. In line with this approach an 

institution by the name of ‘Housing and hand Rights Network’ was invited to play a role in 

spewing unfounded and bogus blabber on Ethiopia. This new act was played recently on the 



website of ‘Oakland institute.org’ under the title ‘Housing and Hand Rights Network and 

Oakland institute have submitted a joint report to the UN Human Rights Council’s Universal 

Periodic Review (UPR). It’s supposed to be a new wave of attack on our country but, it’s too bad 

it is the same old story. 

 

This new campaign is all too familiar; it’s the same old story. It is the former script authored by 

‘Human Rights Watch’, eulogized by ‘Amnesty International’, played by the fiction writer Miss 

Helen Epstein, and ‘danced to’ by ‘International Crisis Group’. It basically is the familiar tiring 

bogus story cooked-up by the forces of neo–liberal extremists under the heading ‘The Ethiopian 

government is violating human and international law under the name of development’.  

 

Taking it from the propaganda book of other (failed) neo– liberal fanatic forces, the Executive 

director of ‘Oakland institute’ Mrs. Anuradha Mittal tried to make the blabber appear legit by 

claiming “ Rather than working to build a development strategy grounded in human rights, the 

Ethiopian government is attempting to hoodwink its human rights record, leaving unmentioned 

its villagization program and the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation-both used by the government as 

significant justifications for forced resettlement, arbitrary detentions, and politically motivated 

arrests”. As the saying ‘partners in crime’ entails, coordinator of the ‘Housing and land rights 

network Joseph Schechla on his part supporting its ‘’partner’’ bogus story claimed “the ruling 

party is forcing an involuntary resettlement program, violating human rights in the process” – 

basically a kind of recitation. Their joint submission finished by stating that they would compel 

the government to come up with a human rights centered developmental strategy that would 

benefit all Ethiopians.  

 

Here it’s helpful to ask ‘Is this joint submission really reflects the realities on the ground?” Since 

I believe it will help shade light on the ulterior motive of the campaign, I will try to probe into 

the issue by answering the above question. I would like also to start by pointing out that I will 

address the narration of the two institutions as one, as apart from for their names and the name of 

their respective organization, they both spoke the same language.   

 



Now let us first start with the  Executive Director of ‘Oakland Institute’ Mrs. Mittals’ both 

strenuous and wishful accusation; in which she claimed the Ethiopian government resettlement 

program is forcefully done and it doesn’t respect basic human rights. The fact that the director is 

blabbering on something she doesn’t know anything about or without verifying it by coming to 

the appropriate ground (like every other researcher), speaks high volumes of her organizations’ 

nonchalance for human right protection. Both she and the other neo-liberal extremists relay each 

other suspicious and evidence laden reports believing that the antique approach “If you tell a lie 

big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it”, still works in this 

day and age.  

 

But this isn’t the truth. As far as I can understand the Ethiopian government cannot be violating 

its citizen’s human and democratic rights, while working on whether it’s a resettlement program 

or other developmental projects for the sake of its peoples’ benefit. This doesn’t make any sense. 

This can’t be even done by a group of vandals without a hint of basic human rights, let alone by 

a democratic and developmental government which has been fighting to realize its peoples’ 

generational questions (demand) of human and democratic rights; on top of its successful results 

on realizing those demands for the last 22 years. 

 

So, this neo-liberal messenger has no choice but to accept this bitter fact. Because the fact is the 

government’s every developmental project are centered around human rights; unlike the bogus 

story they’re spewing which is based on hearsay and “investigated’’ sitting from very far away. 

Along with this, the government has worked very hard to establish and strengthen  democratic 

institutions in order to make human and democratic rights take root in the country. Also the 

government has worked on setting up a competent justice order, to nurture the publics’ 

democratic culture; on top of introducing accountability and transparency on all governmental 

bodies. Considering the country’s beginner level with regards to human and democratic right 

handling, we have come very far and were able to achieve promising results. And only we 

Ethiopians not foreigners, can attest to this fact. This is because one can’t make an accurate and 

fair assessment (about a foreign country) based on an unverified claims and rumors sitting from 

far away– unless he/she is a sorcerer.  

 



If we are to ask the source of Mrs. Mittals’ evidence it would be the ‘Human Rights watch’ flood 

gate of bogus reports and nothing else. This “concerned” director has said “the Ethiopian 

government is involved in involuntary resettlement” based on ‘Human Rights Watch’ gossips, 

she has recently claimed that her organization has issued a submission to the United Nations; 

although it’s not clear if it is a plea, warning or a simply report.  

 

This is odd for two reasons; first the institution has not legal backing to supervise any country’s 

developmental activities and the second is, its report had to include other points of view like for 

example the country’s developmental partners (DAG) who are working here and are privy to the 

facts on the ground, to make this so-called report objective. But since this will make their farce 

‘Human Right protection’ guise blow up in the open, they obviously didn’t want to do this. They 

instead worked on bombarding the United Nation with baseless and unfounded reports.  

 

From my point of view, I think what these two institutions are doing is both arrogant and 

disrespectful. It’s an act of contempt shown both towards Ethiopians and the donor countries. 

First of all these institution should know for better or worse the resettlement program only 

benefit or hurt us; not them. So I think it’s not appropriate for them to disseminate bogus stories 

at the expense of the truth, especially considering that they are doing it on another country. That 

is unless they are from the school of ‘we will think for you’ of ‘Human Rights Watch’ or the 

Millionaire George Soros.   

 

First of all whether it is World Bank or other donor countries, they give a hand to Ethiopia not 

because they feel sorry for the country. The likes of United Nations don’t call on Ethiopia when 

they first think of peace keeping mission thinking we’re useless or their general respect they 

show towards the country, because they feel pity for us. Donor countries didn’t decide Ethiopia 

needs their support and backing thinking their money is wise being spent on a dead-end country; 

or when the UN decided it’s worth its effort to choose Ethiopia for challenging peace keeping 

missions. They do these because they are impressed and seduced by the country’s dynamic and 

all-encompassing developmental and democratic renaissance. And they know this very well 

since they have seen firsthand (as a result of these) the existence of a responsible and mature 

government and people unlike what its heard on rumors. Most of all they do all of those 



mentioned things, because they know we as a people are capable of building a fully independent 

country, if the country is to be given support and time.  

 

I believe this statement is agreed by all Ethiopians. Not only Ethiopians, but also friends of 

Ethiopia and those who stand for the truth all know, the country is on the road on becoming a 

much better home for its people. Not only this World Bank, USAID, the UK government, the 

UN etc… have all continued supporting the country because, they have confirmed through their 

own in-depth research that the report and stories spewed by these pseudo-human right protection 

institutions, is far from the truth. All in all, I’m very curious to know from where on earth they 

came up with (cooked-up) their United Nation submitted report.  

 

As far as I can understand these “Human Right Protection” institution should have at least asked 

the foreign developmental partners of the country; who are working in helping the country 

development, for verification, if indeed they really are interested in human rights protection. 

They didn’t do this very simple yet, responsible action because I believe, a group comprised of 

bilateral and multilateral donor countries experts had concluded; after doing an on-site and 

detailed research by going to Gambella as a response to the bogus allegations of a foul play by 

‘Human rights watch’, that it didn’t find any (human right violation). So, their only option is to 

discredit Ethiopia’s name by taking their sham allegations to the UN. Basically, it’s an act of 

finishing off what was started by ‘Human Rights Watch’. 

 

All in all, whatever the rumor spewed here and there, it’s important to not that there are no 

resettlement program initiated in the country in relation to a development project. The Ethiopian 

government did not do any inhumane activities by forcing resettlement in a name of a 

development strategy, unlike what the institutions claimed through their farce report 

bombardment.  

 

It’s baffling to find a foreigner going out its way and be “concerned” for Ethiopians. The 

incredible things is that, although the institutions claim the Ethiopian government is violating 

human rights, they don’t know or say where and when these violations took place. They are only 



aware of the recycled bogus stories spewed by pseudo-human right activists, who consider 

Ethiopia as their enemy. 

 

However, as far as I understand these institutions should have added where and when, these so-

called human right violations took place because an allegation calls for those things to be 

fulfilled. A fictional script as good as this one, deserves a place and time to its story. Whether it’s 

their tactic of ‘it’s only important to spread the story, the details aren’t as important’ or of some 

approach only they and ‘Human Rights Watch’ are privy to, they have chosen to spew their usual 

tiring blabbers- without a single change. As we all can understand, the resettlement program that 

have taken place in Ethiopia, were and are not done forcefully. We Ethiopians know about this 

fact better than those foreign ideology propagandists. We can easily see that the resettlement is 

done based on consent and by following the rules of the game. Any Ethiopian can attest to the 

fact that. Those who were involved in the program have done so based on their consent and full 

cooperation; not unlike what those institutions claim that the program was ‘unacceptable’ by 

many. 

 

It’s important here to note that one of the aims of the resettlement program is to provide citizens 

with a better living location along with better infrastructure (in contrast to their old living place). 

Relocating citizens from degraded places into untapped locations is helpful in curbing 

desertification and creating an opportunity for access to infrastructure and other developmental 

projects.  I believe it’s helpful here to understand that the government is the agent of the peoples 

well being (benefit), considering the government is using the program to enable those who are 

involved benefit from the necessary infrastructure. 

 

However, those institutions choose to stain their report with lies, because they have decided to 

drop this obvious truth. If they were really after the truth (and in the interest of the public), they 

would have gone to Gambella areas where the relocation program is taking place and see for 

themselves. (As I have said earlier) since they are not after the truth and their agenda is to 

manipulate the international community especially the UN through bogus stories, they are 

constantly trying to undermine our country’s developmental aspiration instead of searching for 

the truth. Of course I believe both the international community and the UN are not in the position 



to be fooled by any unfounded and complete farce stories the neo-liberal extremists came-up 

with, seeing as how they are fast becoming aware of our country’s promising achievements. 

They are fully aware of our developmental and democratic government and the publics’ great 

work (job).  

 

The other sham these institutions came up with is ‘the government is violating human rights by 

activating the anti-terror law to make politically motivated arrests’. As far as I’m concerned, a 

report first of all should be brand new and based upon information riffed with evidence. But the 

organizations choose to refurbish the same-old ‘Human Rights Watch’ and the likes sham 

stories. However tiring and trivial that might be, this circle of lies should be met with the truth. 

 

As it’s known one of the main national security threats our country faces is terrorism. Although 

terrorism has its own causes and objectives, it is obvious to everyone that its result is both cruel 

and heinous. The neo-liberal fanatics and very few domestic riot-crazed opposition parties might 

intentionally gave the anti-terror provision (law) a bad name and reputation, but the truth of the 

matter is terrorism is a heinous and malicious act, unaccepted by people all over the world.  

 

And I believe the government action of enacting this law is a responsible act, considering 

terrorism is a force of destruction that can stutter or hinder the developmental and democratic 

process that is underway in the country. And the provision (law) is adopted from the westerns 

word-for-word, unlike what opposition politicians’ claim; that it is enacted to attack them and 

violate their human right. The provision was enacted to stop terrorists and those criminals who 

are involved in terrorism activities – not politicians, soldier, priest etc… It would be behoove of 

the institutions to open their eyes to the truth – (cause its right in front of them). 

 

If we are to be curious and ask “why all this “concern” for Ethiopia?” we’ll find one reality. That 

is a hidden agenda bent on discrediting countries that are following their own path outside of 

neo-liberal thinking. All in all its better to know that neo-liberal fanatics like the aforementioned 

two institutions and other pseudo- human right protection activists; who are really after enforcing 

or spreading their own ideology on poor countries, won’t stop from their activities as they’re 



after exploiting the country’s wealth and labor in a name of an ideology. No matter what, this 

will always exist in the world. 

 

If the targeted government and people are unyielding, they’ll work on discrediting the country’s 

name with bogus stories- although their endeavor is futile. Despite their persistent ill-conceived 

propaganda lambasted towards the country, I think we can all agree with poise and audacity that 

the Ethiopian government is working day and night to change the country’s poverty stricken 

history. What has been said by these foreign institutions and what we are seeing here with our 

own eyes are two totally conflicting things. On top of this I don’t think the United Nation should 

waste its valuable time with this kind of unfounded stories mumbled by these people. Although 

the organization knows about the truth (realities), it can also support it by asking the appropriate 

bodies like the Ethiopian government and people, also the country’s developmental partners. 

This will put these two institutions in the same light as ‘Human Right Watch’ because no matter 

what, the truth will eventually come out.  


